G estalt psychology began in Germany in
1910. While traveling by train on vacation, a 30-year-old Czech-born psychologist named Max Wertheimer was seized by an idea when he saw flashing lights at a railroad crossing that resembled lights encircling a theater marquee. He got off the train in Frankfurt am Main, where he bought a motion picture toy called a "zoetrope" (Fig. 1) . When a strip of pic tures is placed inside and viewed through the slits in a zoet rope, a succession of stationary pictures appear to be a single, moving picture. In his hotel room, Wertheimer made his own picture strips, consisting not of identifiable objects, but of simple abstract lines, ranging from vertical to horizontal. By varying these elements, he was able to investigate the condi tions that contribute to the illusion of motion pictures, an ef fect that is technically known as "apparent movement" [1] .
Years earlier, Wertheimer had studied in Prague with an Austrian philosopher named Christian von Ehrenfels, who had published a paper in 1890 entitled "On Gestalt Qualities" in which he pointed out that a melody is still recognizable when played in different keys, even though none of the notes are the same, and that abstract form attributes such as "squareness" or "angularity" can be conveyed by a wide range 
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of specific elements. Clearly, ar gued Ehrenfels, if a melody and the notes that comprise it are so independent, then a whole is not simply the sum of its parts, but a synergistic "whole effect," or gestalt [2] . Likewise, Wertheimer concluded, the effect of apparent movement is generated not so much by its individual elements as by their dynamic interrelation.
Wertheimer remained in Frankfurt for more than 5 years. He continued his research of ap parent movement at the Psycho logical Institute, where he used a sophisticated projector called a "tachistoscope" that enabled him to flash shapes on the screen successively for precise in crements of time. He recruited as subjects two younger psy chologists, Kurt Koffka and Wolfgang Köhler. After gathering data for more than a year, he shared the results with his col leagues, then published his findings in 1912 in a paper tided "Experimental Studies of the Perception of Movement" [3] . This was the first important event in the history of gestalt psy chology, a movement that grew from the subsequent work of its prodigious triumvirate: Wertheimer, Koffka and Köhler.
The three founding gestalt psychologists were separated by World War I, then reunited in 1920, when Köhler became Di rector of the Psychological Institute at the University of Ber lin, where Wertheimer was already a faculty member. While maintaining contact with Koffka, who continued to teach near Frankfurt, Wertheimer and Köhler established a gradu ate program, located in the abandoned Imperial Palace, and began a research journal called Psychologische Forschung (Psy chological Investigation). For the most part, the students did not learn by attending lectures but by actually conducting re search using fellow students as subjects and by preparing ar ticles for publication. The success of the method is evidenced by the number of teachers and students at the Institute whose names are now familiar in psychology, Nobel Prize scientists to graduate assis tants. Rumored as being in sympathy with "the Jew Wertheimer," Köhler pub licly condemned anti-Semitism and pro tested the dismissals in a Berlin newspa per article, the last such article allowed under the Nazis. To his surprise, he was not arrested, but the intimidation mounted, and in 1935, he too emigrated to the United States [5] .
None of the gestalt psychologists were artists, much less designers, but early on there were signs of a mutual interest be tween the two disciplines. In 1927, for example, gestalt psychologist Rudolf Arnheim visited the Dessau Bauhaus, then published an article in Die Weltbühne praising the honesty and clar ity of its building design [6] . Soon after, gestaltist Kurt Lewin commissioned Pe ter Behrens (teacher of Bauhaus founder Walter Gropius) to design his home in Berlin, but, after a disagree ment, Bauhaus furniture designer Marcel Breuer was asked to complete the interior [7] . In 1929, Köhler de clined a Bauhaus invitation to lecture because of a scheduling conflict, so his student Karl Duncker spoke instead. In the audience was the painter Paul Klee, who had known about Wertheimer's re search as early as 1925 [8] . But other Bauhaus artists were also interested, in cluding Wassily Kandinsky and Josef Albers, both of whom attended a series Albers's curiosity about gestalt theory may be significant because he is now commonly credited with a resurgence of interest in "simultaneous contrast," which von Dürckheim discussed in his lectures. Recognized and used by artists for centuries, the effect was described scientifically in 1839 by a French chem ist, Michel-Eugene Chevreul, who essen tially found that a color may appear to change, often dramatically, when moved from one background to another. A swatch of red, for example, may exhibit one intensity on a green background, another on orange. As a result of this phenomenon, there is no easy answer to the question "What is the true appear ance of a color?" Simultaneous contrast anticipated holism, in the sense that gestaltists are likely to say that all such appearances of a color are legitimate, because we always experience percep tual wholes, not isolated parts. We never see figures (or swatches) alone, only dy namic "figure-ground" relationships [10] .
Of equal interest is Albers's and graphic designer Läszlo Moholy-Nagy's emphasis on unusual uses of common materials in the Bauhaus foundations course, in which students were pre sented with discarded materials (wire mesh, cardboard, newspapers, match boxes, phonograph needles and razor blades) and instructed to basteln-to im provise or "rig up" something. It is said that this method was influenced by Friedrich Froebel's pedagogy of "educa tion through play" (in part because Johannes Itten, who started the founda tions course, was a Froebel-trained el ementary school teacher), especially the celebrated Froebel "gifts" (cited by Frank Lloyd Wright as pivotal in his early education), which were sets of wooden blocks, presented in sequence to chil dren between the ages of 2 months and 6 years, that could be rearranged in a vari ety of configurations [11] . This is also surprisingly similar to ge stalt psychologist Duncker's "functional fixedness" experiments, published in 1935, in which subjects were asked to improvise solutions to various problems using seemingly inappropriate materi als. In one, for example, the subject was shown a table with a variety of common items on it, including a cord, nail and weight scattered among them, and asked to construct a pendulum. Most solved the problem by using the weight as a hammer to pound the nail into the wall, tying the cord to the weight and suspending the improvised pendulum from the nail. But that solution oc curred less readily to other subjects if, during instructions, the weight was de scribed as a "pendulum weight" and al ready tied to the cord. In such instances, Duncker concluded, the weight and the cord were assumed to be linked (as a gestalt), verbally and visually, making it dif ficult to perceive the weight separately as a hammer [12] .
What may be gestalt psychology's most enduring influence on art and design came from a paper by Max Wertheimer titled "Theory of Form," published in 1923 [13] . Nicknamed "the dot essay" because it was illustrated with abstract patterns of dots and lines, Wertheimer concluded in it that certain gestalts are enhanced by our innate tendencies to constellate, or to see as "belonging to gether" elements that look alike (called "similarity grouping"), are close together ("proximity grouping") or have struc tural economy ("good continuation"). That such tendencies are inborn, not learned, is suggested by the cross-cul tural effectiveness of sleight-of-hand magic and camouflage, both of which work by subverting the "laws" described in Wertheimer's paper (Fig. 2) . But the interplay of such grouping tendencies is far from simple, because: (1) as the ef fect of simultaneous contrast discussed earlier demonstrates, the appearance of parts is determined by wholes; (2) judg ments about similarity or proximity are always comparative; and (3) in composi tions as intricate as paintings, posters and page layouts, parts may be purposely made to connect by one grouping ten dency (similarity of color, for example) but to disconnect by others (distance, for example, or differences of shape, size or direction) (Fig. 3) [14] .
It is likely that few artists were directly aware of Wertheimer's dot essay, one ex ception being Paul Klee, who (as Marianne Teuber has shown) used some of its diagrams in his paintings in the 1930s [15] . Rather, they learned about his "laws of visual organization" from other writings, long after the essay was first published, and particularly from two books that had an enormous and lasting effect on art and design educa tion: Language of Vision (1944) [16] .
Surely, one of the reasons artists em braced gestalt theory is that it provided, in their minds, scientific validation of age-old principles of composition and page layout. A French byname for ge stalt theory is la Psychologie de la forme. In advertently, due to its emphasis on flat abstract patterns, structural economy and implicitness, gestalt theory became associated with the modernist tendency toward "aestheticism," the belief thatlike music and architecture-all art is essentially abstract design and, as Ellen Lupton and J. Abbott Miller character ize it in Design Writing Research (1996) , that "design is, at bottom, an abstract, formal activity" in which the "text [or subject matter] is secondary, added only after the mastery of form" [17] .
Aestheticism had been anticipated in 1851 by John Ruskin in a passage in Stones of Venice, the book that spawned the arts and crafts movement, in which he stated that "the arrangement of col ors and lines is an art analogous to the composition of music, and entirely inde pendent of the representation of facts" [18]. More than 2 decades later, this view was reaffirmed by James A.M. Whis tler, a leading figure in the aesthetic movement, for which the unfortunate slogan became "art for art's sake." "As music is the poetry of sound," Whistler wrote in 1878 (in The Gentle Art of Making Enemies), "so is painting the poetry of sight, and the subject-matter has noth ing to do with harmony of sound or of color" [19] . To underscore the analogy between art and music, and to promote the idea of art as design, he included in the tides to his paintings musical terms such as "arrangements," "nocturnes" and "harmonies."
Like many of his contemporaries, Whistler was fascinated by Japanese art, especially Ukiyo-e woodblock prints, which were introduced to Europe and America after Japanese ports were opened to foreign trade in 1854. At the close of the nineteenth century, there was a frenzy of interest in things Japa nese (a trend called "Japonisme"), which was fueled by a handful of popu lar books by British, American and Japa nese authors, notably Ernest Fenollosa's [20] . Published in more than 20 edi tions between 1899 and the early 1940s, Dow's book in particular had a far-reach ing effect on the formal training of art ists, designers and architects in the United States.
There is a persuasive resemblance be tween gestalt principles and the Japa nese-inspired aesthetics that Dow and others propagated. For example, the ge stalt emphasis on the dynamic interplay of parts and wholes had been antici pated as early as the third century B.C. in China by a passage in the Tao Te Ching that states that although a wheel is made of 30 spokes, it is the space between the spokes that determines the overall form of the wheel. The phenomenon of re versible figure-ground (Fig. 4) has pre cedents in the yin-yang symbol and, in Japanese art, in the compositional equivalence of light and dark, called notan. The gestaltists' ideas of structural economy and closure (the tendency to perceive incomplete forms as complete) are echoed in the Japanese emphasis on elimination of the insignificant and in the ideas of implicitness and the active complicity of the viewer, because genu ine beauty, as Okakura explained, "could be discovered only by one who mentally completed the incomplete" [21] . Even the research of embedded figures by gestaltist Kurt Gottschaldt has an astonishing parallel in Dow's use of tartan compositional grids (Fig. 5 ), which were adapted from Oriental lat tice patterns and apparently applied by Frank Lloyd Wright and Piet Mondrian in architecture and painting, respec tively [22] .
While Japanese aesthetics contributed to the trend toward geometric abstrac tion in turn-of-the-century art and de sign, there is no evidence that the gestalt psychologists were directly or knowingly influenced by either Japanese art or aestheticism. "Our place at the Imperial Palace," recalled Rudolf Arnheim in a letter in 1995, "was as monastically in bred as most scientific breeding places, and although people like Köhler and Wertheimer were interested in art and music, less in literature, [ [24] .
In recent years, Arnheim has been outspoken in his criticism of some as pects of postmodern culture, as implied by the title of one of his books, To the Rescue of Art. There are impairments in current design, he believes, that culti vate "an unbridled extravagance, a vul garity of taste, and a triviality of thought" [25] . In return, some postmodern critics, particularly Lupton and Miller, have attacked gestalt theory as interpreted by Arnheim, Kepes and Donis A. Dondis (author of A Primer of Visual Literacy), contending that it "iso lates visual perception from linguistic interpretation [and thereby] encour ages indifference to cultural meaning." To study abstract composition is not in itself objectionable, they argue, but "design's linguistic and social aspects are trivialized or ignored when abstraction is made the primary focus of design thinking" [26] .
Curiously, Lupton and Miller use comparable methods to disavow gestalt theory: They abstract, simplify and rein terpret it, isolating it from much of its historical, linguistic and social back ground and, thereby, ironically, largely ignore its "cultural interpretation." A fi nal irony is that their own elegant books make exaggerated use of haute couture ty pography and page layouts, with pur posely dissonant grouping effects, em bedded tartan grids and structural economy-devices that Wertheimer sought to explain in 1910 when he founded gestalt psychology.
